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It may come as a surprise to readers of American fiction that F. Scott Fitzgerald's classic
novel The Great Gatsby was a commercial failure and, published to mixed reviews on its ap-
pearance in April of 1925, a dubious critical success. Sales of the novel were poor, and at the
time of Fitzgerald's untimely death in 1940 at the age of 44, copies of the modest August
1925 print-run of 3000 were gathering dust in the publisher's warehouses. Reviews contin-
ued to cast doubt on the young Fitzgerald's literary talents; and critics questioned whether
the novel awash in slang, popular music, gossip and current affairs would endure; more
seriously, many condemned the book for its lack of morals and lurid ("tabloid" in today's
parlance) story material. In the decade and half that followed its publication, the novel and
its author were virtually forgotten. And Fitzgerald, haunted by failure all of his life, passed
on believing that his dream of literary fame was in ruin.
Switch to the early 21st century: For more than six decades The Great Gatsby has reigned
as the great American novel, largely for its poignant exploration of the American dream (an
expression that didn't enter the national vocabulary until the 1930s). Gatsby is, to say the
least, a household name, read in high schools from east to west (conservative America over-
looks that it is a story of adultery and murder), and neither political correctness nor the ex-
huming of dead-white males has managed to push it off college syllabuses. The novel and
its hero have, in fact, become global cultural icons, much like Canada's red-haired waif
Anne Shirley of Anne of Green Gables fame. From Korean comics to Japanese hair products
to video games, "Gatsby" crosses borders and is absorbed into other cultural matrices and
media. In 2013, Australian director Baz Luhrman, noted for his lavish spectacle, brought
global audiences a fourth major adaptation to the silver screen, mixing hip-hop with hi-
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tech an American classic in 3D no less.
The story of how the novel became a classic work of American literature and advanced
to international literary and cultural fame is told in Robert Beuka's recent Cultural Icon:
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby in Cultural and Critical Context (2011), where, as he tells us,
contextual and historical studies have remained significant enterprises of the now well capi-
talized Fitzgerald industry. Indeed, the initial critical devaluation of a novel over-steeped in
its time and place had been turned on its head by the 1980s when new historicist approaches
began to make it clear how deeply the novel was in conversation with the cultural discourses
of the period (Beuka 104, 119). Ronald Berman, Kurt Curnutt and Beuka himself are but
the most recent and incisive explorers of the social, intellectual and cultural contexts of
Fitzgerald's work.
Sarah Churchwell's Careless People: Murder, Mayhem and the Invention of The Great
Gatsby (2013) offers both more (much more) and less than previous contextual studies:
more context indeed a veritable a flood of ephemera but unfortunately less in the way of
satisfactory integration and explanation of the material. Episodes in Churchwell's micro-
history of New York are often juxtaposed with textual or biographical themes with the as-
sumption not the explanation of their shaping influence. But no one can fault
Churchwell's premise. Fitzgerald's incorporation of his newspaper reading into the textual
fabric of his work is well known. Take for instance (an instance not offered in Churchwell's
book) narrator Nick Carraway's comparison of Gatsby's "heightened sensitivity to the
promises of life" to "one of those intricate machines that register earthquakes ten thousand
miles away" (Fitzgerald 6), a simile likely inspired by reporting of the Great Kanto
Earthquake of 1923. As the Japanese and American authors of "The Great Kanto
Earthquake and F. Scott Fitzgerald" discovered, a short related piece in the New York Times
of September 2nd, 1923 included the following evocative headline: "Japanese Earthquake
Recorded Across the World from Hawaii to London by Observatory Instruments." Taking
up the common critical complaint of the day that Gatsby reads like a sensational story
ripped from the pages of the dailies, Churchwell characterizes Gatsby as a novel "covered in
newsprint" (Churchwell 4).
Churchwell's strategy in chronicling the "invention" (as her title claims) of The Great
Gatsby is to lay out the story of the Fitzgeralds' eighteen-month sojourn in New York City,
beginning in September of 1922, alongside her minutely focused social history of the early
twenties, unleashing a veritable stream of cultural detritus that flowed through New York,
around the Fitzgeralds and presumably into Scott's novel. On the biographical side,
Churchwell relies firmly on previous scholarship, including biographies, diaries and other
archival materials, while offering deeper explorations of a number of provocative details.
On the contextual side, the epicenter of her social history is the Hall-Mills murder case,
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dubbed the "the murder of the decade," a story which broke on September 16th, 1922, the
week before the Fitzgeralds arrived in the city. It is Churchwell's claim that the Hall-Mills
case, treated only twice before by Fitzgerald scholars (Churchwell 403), "amplifies and en-
riches the story of Gatsby in many more ways than have yet been appreciated" (4).
Yet we get much more than just this sensational murder case: a great many unsolicited
facts, anecdotes and trivia in the bargain, most of which, yes, do enrich our appreciation of
the novel and confirm Fitzgerald's reportorial sensitivity. One does not doubt, for example,
that the always dapper Fitzgerald paid attention to fashion, so it is hardly surprising to
know that Daisy Buchanan and Jordan Baker, as in introduced in the novel's first chapter,
are suitably attired in white dresses, 'the smartest color of the season' as reported in a New
York Times article (Churchwell 39). We learn also that July of 1922 saw the publication of
Emily Post's best-seller Etiquette, which, Churchwell observes, could both facilitate or ex-
clude entry of the newly moneyed into gentlemanly status. Yet does Tom Buchanan need
such a guide, as the author suggests, to suspect that Gatsby's pink suit casts doubt on his
claim to be an Oxford man (Churchwell 41)? More damning, however, are a number of
poorly integrated and sometimes dis-unified flights of contextual fancy. A meditation on
time framed by Einstein's theory of relativity, his Nobel Prize awarded on wait for it
November 9th, 1922, is offered up in connection with chapter five's narrowly smashed man-
tel clock and the novel's obsessive allusions to time. One shouldn't bother, it seems, to ask
if Fitzgerald read Einstein or read about him in the paper (strangely Churchwell does not
refer to newspaper accounts of his Nobel Prize or the theory). Strange also, the section ends
far from its opening theme: a word count of the novel to find out who or what lies at its
dead center (Churchwell 197). This and a number of other sections seem to be filed under
"If it happened in that magic year 1922, it must have some relation to Gatsby."
On the other hand, it is helpful to learn of the extent of New York city's traffic control
system (remember "the green light"?), including reports on the confusion among the city's
residents about the meaning of the signal colors not to blame, it should be pointed out, for
the many traffic accidents of 1922 chronicled by Churchwell; liquor was the primary cause.
Likewise intriguing is coverage of the obscenity trial and literary debates around The
Satyricon, a Roman tale whose former slave and host of lavish parties was a significant in-
fluence on Gatsby (one of Scott's preferred titles was the awful "Trimalchio in West Egg").
Churchwell also supplies an answer to the puzzle of "The Swatika Holding Company" run
by Jewish gangster Meyer Wolfshiem (Fitzgerald 135): while Nazism was making news in
America in the 1920s, its anti-semitism already recognized as means of mass manipulation
of the German public (Churchwell 225), the swastika was prominently in view around the
city, a token of good luck and branding, the popular Fay's cab company adopting the an-
cient symbol on its vehicles (Churchwell 176). These and other tidbits make for fascinating
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reading and tantalizing matter for scholarly contextualizers and textual explicators.
As for the Hall-Mills murder case, Churchwell's account drags on for more than 100
pages with little or no apparent relevance well, some contrived relevance to either
Fitzgerald or Gatsby. One agrees that the murder calls attention the murky American un-
derworld and yawning income gap of the roaring 20s, much like that of our own times,
where the "Gatsby curve" now denotes the specter of 21st century inequality (Greeley). Yet
Churchwell's method of alternating accounts of the case with the adventures of the
Fitzgeralds in the city finds her forcing connections and correspondences. The word "care-
less" is frequently mentioned in connection to the criminal investigation carelessness, it
seems, was the national malaise and is often put to work in her account. It is only when she
takes up a discussion of Simon Called Peter, a lurid 1921 best-seller by Robert Keable (1887-
1927), that the Gatsby-Hall-Mills murder case linkages start to become interesting. Readers
of Gatsby will recall that a half-drunken Nick Carraway picks up the novel in Myrtle
Wilson's apartment while illicit lovers Myrtle and Tom Buchanan, Daisy's husband, are off
to the bedroom. Appropriately, the novel is about adultery. But as Churchwell tells us, this
and another of Keable's best-sellers were exchanged by the real illicit lovers Eleanor Mills
and Reverend Hall and drew much comment in the papers, in particular the novels' role in
their thoughts and actions. And those, as well as the contents of Keable's novels, offer in-
triguing parallels for Fitzgerald's work.
Sarah Churchwell's Careless People: Murder, Mayhem and the Invention of The Great
Gatsby is nonetheless both entertaining and valuable, despite its often failed straining for
significance, correspondence and insight. Not only does it confirm Fitzgerald's nose for
news; it effectively banishes the critical commonplace that the novel is set in 1922 because
it was the year of wonders of literary modernism. Careless People is a lively account of the
period that also documents a particularly intense year in Fitzgerald's imagination, one that
is sure to satisfy fans of the book and the 1920s. It will no doubt frustrate, even anger some
scholars, who will then put it down to go check the latest in the library's newspaper ar-
chives.
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